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1 • Introduction 
In the present w o r k an inference model producing the input 
data to the m a i n analytical scheme on the "basis of field 
information is demonstrated.The main "body of data concerning 
the physical parameters are taken from the field of rock mechanics. 
Krumbein (3 ), describes the fundamental techniques used in defin-
ing linear inference models. Such techniques are for example the method 
of least squares, fitting a polynomial of too variables, etc. However, 
all these techniques fail to provide an evaluation of how good the esti-
mation is. They also exhibit operational difficulties for the nonsta-
tionary case. A different inference scheme is proposed by Matheron ( 5 ) . 
It 1s based on a model originally suggested by Krige ( if), and is par-
ticularly well suited to treat nonstationary cases. A similar moving 
average technique is presented hereafter, that generates the spatial 
distribution of the physical properties of the rock media, defined in 
the previous chapter. Also the interfacing of the Inference model with 
the analytical Finite Element model is shown below. 
Justification of the Moving Average Technique 
Drill hole samples most often produce extreme values which are 
erratic in their spatial distribution. Figure VI gives an illustra-
tion of the variability of some coiranonly investigated physical parame-
ters. Therefore there is a need for models generating smooth spatial 
distributions of these parameters. Two such models most comnonly used 
are based on trend surface estimates and moving average estimates. 
It is generally observed that moving average estimates are supe-
rior to trend surface estimates. In the former case the estimation is 
exclusively based on adjacent informational sets, the more distant sets 
exerting no influence at all. In the case of the trend surface esti- --
mates, the estimation is based on all known data. Moving average 
estimates tend to be more stable than corresponding polynomial trend 
estimates obtained from the same number of data points, especially if 
the sample points are sparce, Whitten Cy,'). Davis ( £ ) , observed that 
moving average schemes in two dimensions have not been significantly 
tested yet. Indeed the time series analysis from which this method is 
derived is not as well developed at the present time, as the regression 
-analysis, for example, on which the trend-surface method is based. 
Among the moving average methods, the Kriging (names by French 
geomathematicians in honor of Krige) seems to be the most advantageous. 
More specifically the Kriging technique makes optimal use of the given 
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FIGURE 1 2 VARIOGRAM AND COVARIANCE VS. DISTANCE 
any specific location. Both these features are essential if the 
results from the Inference model are to provide the input for an uncer 
tainty analysis. However it is believed 
that a general method incorporating parts of both techniques may give 
superior results. 
3 Implementation of the Inference Model 
in a Two-Dimensional Geometric Space 
3.1 Statistical Model and Corresponding Assumptions 
To determine the values of a rock property Z(x,y) a number of mea 
surements are made on rock samples from bore holes. The set of points 
where observations are made is indexed by 8 and Z. represents the mea-
ts 
A 
sured value of the random rock property at point p. Z(x o,y Q) is the 
estimation of property Z at a particular point (x Q,y o) in the media, 
evaluated from the measured 1 values. p A 
One simple way to obtain this estimation is to define Z in terms 
of the known values 1 Q according to a linear combination as follows: 
p 
= I ( 3 J ) 
p- I 
where: Z Q are the known data points, p 
b Q are unknown weight coefficients to be determined by the p 
Inference model. 
- An alternate approach;would be to estimate the mean value of 
Z(x»y), namely Z(x,y) at point (x o,y Q), according to a linear combina-
tion: 
Z(x 0,y 0) = I a e 2 S (3.2) 




FIGURE 3 LOCAL APPROXIMATIONS OF GENERAL TRENDS OF TWO INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 
where: Z is the mean-value at the known data points, 
3 
are the unknown weight coefficients. 
The random variable Z(x,y) in turn can be expressed as follows: 
Z(x,y) = Z{x,y) + FZ(x,y) (3.3) 
where: Z(x,y) is the mean value, and 
FZ(x,y) is the fluctuating term around the mean. 
This model leads to two possible groups of assumptions. They con-
cern the first and second moments of the random variable Z(x,y). The 
first group is: 
E[Z(x,y)] = Z(x,y) (3.4) 
E[Z(x 1,y ]) l Z(x 2,y 2)] = Z f x ^ ) • Z(x 2,y 2) + 
C((x 1,y 1), (x 2,y 2)) (3.5) 
where: Z(x,y) is the mean value, and 
C(x-j,x2) is the covariance of the variable Z(x,y). 
These assumptions are in many cases too restrictive and need to 
be replaced by more flexible ones. This can be realized by focusing 
on the rate of change of the random variable Z(x,y),.as follows: 
E [ Z ( x r y ] ) - Z(x 2,y 2)] = Z(xry-,) - Z(x 2,y 2) (3.6) 
E[(Z(x ry ]) - Z(x 2,y 2))
2] = 2 y [ { x y y } ) t (x 2,y 2)) (3.7) 
where: Yfx^xg) v a ri°9 r a m o r semivariance of the difference 
" • Z ( x ^ ) - Z(x 2 7y 2). " 
Interestingly the variogram y(d) and the-covariance C(d) are both 
defined as functions of the distance between two locations and can be 
related by Eq. 3.8, as shown in Appendix 
H d ) = C(o) - C(d). (3.8) 
As shown in Figure 2, y(d) and C(d) are complementary. 
Both above sets of assumptions concern the stochastic model. An 
additional set of assumptions is needed to specify the nature of the 
randomness of the variable Z(x,y), in particular its mean and its vari-
ance. 
Locally at a point (x,y) the mean Z(x,y) is approximated as a 
linear combination of known functions: 
k i 
Z(x.y) = I ** f (x,y) (3.9) 
i=l 1 
where: a^ are unknown weight coefficients, 
f'fxty) are apriori known functions locally approximating 
Z(x,y). 
The global trend analysis of most real cases, Davis (-2 ), can be 
represented by a polynomial equation of the first, second or third 
order. Therefore it can be intuitively seen that locally the trend can 
be best approximated by quadratic functions as shown in Figure 3. A 
corresponding norm can be defined for-a best approximation with respect 
to the encountered trend. 
The covariance C(x-|,x^) can be computed from field measurements, 
and can be represented by the following expression: 
- C ( x r x 2 ) = k e"
a d (3.10) 
where: d = distance between-x-j and 
a, k = fitting parameters. 
In many cases the variogram y(d) is more suitable than the covari-
ance C(d) to define the distances over which, realizations of the 
random variable Z ate interdependent. Thus a range of maximum allowable 
sampling interval can be evaluated. The expressions most commonly used 
for y(d) are: 
r(d) = e + 3a log(d) (3.11) 
or Y(d) = a(d) (3.12) 
where: a and e are fitting parameters. 
The first expression is often referred to as DeWij's model, while 
the second as Linear model. The selection of the adequate expression 
for is difficult since it requires a very careful treatment of the 
data obtained from field investigation. Matheron 0 5 ) gives a case 
study of such a treatment as illustrated in Figure 4. In the present 
study both expressions were tested. 
. 3.2 Identification of the Best Estimator 
Summarizing, up to this point two sets of model assumptions are 
given, Eqs. (3.4) and (3-5) and Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), concerning"the 
random variables Z(x,y). Both these sets of assumptions can be used to 
Am 
identify estimators of both the random variable Z(x,y) and its mean 
Z(x,y). 
The first model, (Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)) is used to obtain the best 
A 
estimator for the random variable Z(x,y) itself. Both models identify 
the best estimators among all possible functions satisfying the hypoth-
esis concerning the randomness of the rock media, Eq. (3.9). This is 
done by minimizing the variance of the estimation, Eqs. (3-5), respec-
tively (3.7), subject to the first moment constraints, Eqs. (3.4), 
respectively (3.6). The Lagrange Multipliers approach is used for 
this constrained optimization problem. The computations carried out in 
Appendix B, lead to the following results: 
FOR MODEL 1 concerning Ihe estimation of the mean Z(x,y) (from 
Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)). 
The method of Lagrange Multipliers leads to a set of n + k equa-
tions with n + k unknowns, namely the weight coefficients: 
(3.13) 
p 
I a= f l - &ao = o ; i = l,...k 
l a I 
a 
a 
where: a£ are the unknown weight coefficients, 
are the Lagrange Multipliers, 
6° is the Kronecker delta. 
i 
The variance of the estimation is given by: 
E[Z(x,y)]Z = I » fl{x,y) ; (3.14) 
i % 
FOR MODEL 2 concerning the estimation of the random variable 
Z(x,y) (from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7)). 
Similarly the following system is obtained (Appendix B). 
I b° f * = f £(x) ; £ = l,...k (3.15) 
a 
A , I " " = l 
a 
where: . b^ are the unknown.weight coefficients, 
— . •••V '-are the Lagrange Multipliers. ..... 
The variance of the estimation is given by: 
EtZ-Zl2 = I b° Y(x .x) + I V j L f* ; a = l,...n 
a I 
I = T,...k (3.16) 
4 Interfacing the Inference Model with the Analytical Model 
4.1 Uncertainty Analysis in the Analytical Model 
As mentioned previously the analytical model is treated using the 
finite element technique which provides us with the transfer mechanism 
between a set of inputs {F} and a set of generally unknown outputs {u}. 
The general solution is given by the following relation in matrix form: 
{u} = [K]"1 {F} (4.17) 
where: {K> is generally known as stiffness matrix and is defined as a 
function of the random variables 1 2 > Z , 
{F} is the loading term. 
Applying now the first order uncertainty analysis as described by 
Papoulis ( ), the first and second moments of the unknown vector {u} 
are obtained as follows: 
FIRST MOMENT 
E[{u(Z rZ 2)>] = ( u t Z r Z 2 ) } + 
+ % 
2 / ( u ( Z r Z 2 ) } 





where: at is the variance of the physical parameter Z,. 
il 




E [ { u ( Z r Z 2 ) n = 
3{u(Z rZ 2)}\
f c
 2 / 3 { u ( Z r Z 2 ) > 
+ 2 
a { u ( Z r Z 2 ) } a { U ( Z r Z 2 ) > 
3Zi Zl, 
cov(Z-| ,Z2), (^19) 
The partial derivatives in Eq. (*f.l9) are obtained from the fol-
lowing system: 
r « Z Z )] 9 { u ( Z 1 ' Z 2 » - 3(F) 
7 3 2 U. 9 Z T l 
3[K(Z rZ 2)] 
{u>; 
i = 1,2 (^-20) 
The solution is obtained by the classical finite element methodology, 
( ). 
4.2 Coupling of the Inference Model with the 
Analytical Uncertainty Model 
A A, 
The estimates of the spatial mean Z-j(x,y), ^ ( x o O a n <^ vari-
ances cy7 (x,y), CT7 (x,y) provided by the inference model are substituted 
n Lz 
in the statistical relations of the dependent random variable {u>, 
Eqs. (f.18) and (4-. 19). Thus the first and second moments, as well as-
the coefficient of variation of {u} can be evaluated. The coefficient 
of variation in particular being an essential statistical property, can 
be used to evaluate the performance of the analytical model. 
For testing purposes, an example was treated borrowed from the 
field of underground confined flow, as shown in section 6. The out-
put of the analysis provides the first and second moments of the unknown 
hydraulic head {u}, at any specified location of the domain under 
consideration. ' 
.5 Description of the Algorithm 
The above described procedure is summarized by the computation 
steps of the flow chart of Fig. 5. The geometric domain under in-
vestigation is divided using a rectangular mesh common for the Inference 
Model and the analytical model (Finite element mesh). The computations 
are carried out at each node using a number among the known realizations 
Z-(x,y). Therefore a zone of influence, characteristic of the media 
P 
are depending on the covariance C(x-j,x2) and/or the variogram y(d) is 
defined at each node of the mesh. For computational efficiency, 'n* 
known points are selected within this zone, to determine the estimation 
of the random variable Z(x,y) at that particular node. A polynomial 
comporting k terms, approximates the trend of Z(x,y) in the neighborhood 
of the node at hand. Thus, at every node (x,y), a system of n + k 
equations permits to determine the estimator Z(x,y). The outcome of 
the procedure depends on the number of known points and the density of 
the provided information Z 0(x,y). p 
In case of insufficient information in the domain of interest, the 
original assumptions are violated. However, in this case the values of 
variance of the estimation indicate the poor performance of the inference 
and give the exact location where more information is needed. 
The flow chart of Figure 5 gives the sequence in which the com-
putations are performed by program INFMOD. The mean values of the 
physical parameters evaluated by the inference model INFMOD are intro-
duced at each node of the finite element mesh. Thereafter, the compu-
tations are performed in a conventional way taking into account the 
prescribed boundary conditions. The mean values of the unknown vector 
{u> are determined, as well as the vectors , i = 1,2. Finally 
the variance of the unknown vector {u} is computed at each node of the 
mesh. . , 
MAIN PROGRAM INFMOD 
Read Input 
Initialize W. Areas 




Numbering of Given 
Points 
SUBROUTINE SORT 
Sorting the Points 1n 
Increasing Order 
SUBROUTINE SEARCH 
Search of 32 Given Points 
Around Examined Node 
CALL SECT 1, 4. 5, 8 




Defines the Eighth Closest 
Information to the Exam. 
Node 
Evaluation of the Stochastic 
Parameters and Solution 
CALL GAUSS 
SUBROUTINE OPER 




Evaluation of Estinated Values 
CALL SEARCH 
CALL LAGR2 




SUBROUTINE SECT I 
Sectors 1, 4, 5, 3 
SUBROUTINE LOOK 1 
Search Given Inf. 
in Sectors X, 4, 5, 8 
-t> FUNCTION COVAR(R) 
> FUNCTION VARIOG(R) 
SUBROUTINE GAUSS 
Gauss Elimination 
Solution of the System 
Evaluation of the Place 
Occupied by the First Node 
of a Line Inside Vector 
MOTTKI 
SUBROUTINE SECT 2 SUBROUTINE LOOK 2 
Sectors 2, 3, 5. 7 
—L» 
Search Given Inf. 
In Sectors 2, 3, 6, 7 
FIGURE - .5 FLOW CHART OF PROGRAM.INFMOD (INFERENCE MODEL) 
Portion of sphere 
computed 
FIGURE 6 ILLUSTRATION OF PROBLEM 1 C L E R I C A L TREND) 
As expected, increasing amount of information, produces a smaller 
variance of the estimates. The case of largest variance is reported in 
Table 1. 
It is to be mentioned that the maximum error obtained is less than 
0.1 percent and that the estimated first and second moments are symmet-
rically distributed with respect to the existing plane of symmetry. 
Another interesting feature is that the spatial distribution of 
the error is similar to that of the variance, justifying the use of the 
estimated variance as an indicator of the error. 
2. Tests of the statistical assumptions 
These tests concerned (a) the assumptions on the apriori known 
function f(y) characterizing the behavior of the mean Z(x,y), and 
(b) the assumption on the general form of the variogram obtained 
either from site investigation or considered apriori. The tests were 
performed on the square 400 x 400m of Problem 1 and over a region 
50 x 20m of the flow problem (Problem 2). 
Several functions f(x,y) were tested in the above mentioned regions 
and the most satisfactory results from the point of view of both accur-
acy and efficiency were obtained for the following quadratic function: 
This form was also suggested from a trend analysis (sect. .. 2), applied 
to the data of the flow problem as illustrated in Figure ' 8. 
The following expressions for the variogram were studied: 
2 2 
f(x,y) - a Q + a^x + a ^ + a 3x + a 4y + a gxy (5.21) 
Y(d) = a log |d| 
y[d) = a |d| 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 





































TABLE 2 RESULTS OF INFERENCE MODEL FOR PROBLEM 2 
COORDINATES ESTIMATED ESTIMATED COEFFICIENT OF 
MEAN VARIANCE VARIATION 
x y 10 cm/sec 
-5 
10 cm/sec 10"2 
5.000 5.000 .013 .002 3.651 
10.000 5.000 .008 .002 6.137 
15.000 5.000 .002 .003 32.673 
20.000 5.000 .015 .001 2.167 
25.000 5.COO .027 .002 1.813 
30.000 5.000 .008 .001 4.449 
35.000 5.000 .030 .004 2.041 
40.000 5.000 .026 .000 -80S 
45.000 5.000 .018 .001 1.698 
50.000 5.000 .171 .071 1.559 
0 10.000 .097 • .029 1.736 
5.000 10.000 .026 .001 .905 
10.000 10.000 .012 .002 3.290 
15.000 10.000 .080 .000 .000 
20.000 10.000 ,053 .004 1.198 
25.000 10.000 .061 .001 .603 
30.000 10.000 .065 .010 1.534 
35.000 10.000 .003 .002 13.735 
40.000 10.000 .025 .004 2.696 
45.000 10.000 .091 .003 • .590 
50.000 10.000 .121 . .262 4.229 ' 
0 15.000 .503 .026 .323 
5.000 15.000 .335 .002 .119 
10.000 15.000 .254 .004 .262 
15.000 15.000 .331 .001 .069 
20.000 15.000 .460 .003 .121 
25.000 15.000 .454 .001 .053 
30.000 15.000 .418 .003 .120 
35.000 15.000 .502 .001 .066 
40.000 15.000 .315 .002 .133 
<5.000 15.000 .542 .002 .079 
50.000 15.000 .599 .082 .479 
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7 ESTIMATED STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROBLEM 1 
, 6 Example of Application and Discussion 
As said in section 4 the example of application is borrowed from 
the field of underground confined flow. Two groups of tests are con-
ducted to explore the limitations and the applicability of the general 
algorithm. One group concerns the inference model alone, while the 
other deals with the performance of the finite element model. 
FIRST GROUP 
The three different tests related to the Inference model, in con-
nection with two different problems, produced the following results: 
1. Tests of the statistical convergence 
This test was conducted under the assumption of statistical iso-
trophy and for a uniform spatial distribution of the given information 
points. More specifically in Problem 1 a domain defined by a square 
mesh of 400 x 400m was examined and the random variable Z(x,y) was 
assumed to possess a realization lying on a portion of a sphere over 
this domain, as shown in Figure 6. The domain was divided into 
squares of 25 x 25m having 289 nodes where the computations were per-
formed. The given information was located first on nine points as 
shown in Figure 6, then on twenty-five points and finally on 
eighty-one points. 
The estimation at the 288 nodes of the mesh was performed by. both 
i 
Inference models-defined^preyiously (Sect. 3). Interestingly enough . 
in the region of great variability of the random variable Z(x,y) the 
two models show a good agreement in their estimation, as illustrated in 
Figure ,7. 
SECOND GROUP 
The following tests, related to the coupling of the uncertainty 
analysis using F.E.M. and the inference model v/ere performed: 
1. Tests for the convergence of the statistical characteristics 
of {u> as a function of the size of the element's mesh. 
For the First Moment this was done automatically through a mesh 
generation subroutine. For the Second Moment, a denser mesh was con-
sidered only around the flow barriers, where the hydraulic gradient 
was important. 
A satisfactory convergence was observed, as shown in Table 2. 
2. Tests of the effect of the boundary conditions on the statis-
tical characteristics of {u}. 
Several differential hydraulic heads were.considered and their 
results plotted in Figure 12. They display expected responses, 
namely as the differential head increases, the variance of the unknown 
quantity {u} increases also, showing that the flow becomes more vari-
able reaching eventually a state of nonlaminar flow. Interestingly 
enough the variances seem to be directly related to the hydraulic 
gradient, Figure 13. 
7 Remarks on the Applicability of the Method 
Becker, Hazen and Scott (1) have produced statistical evidence 
that data selected from random samples produce more realistic in-
formation. Attention then should be given to the randomness of the 
sample points, as well as the uniformity of the sample volume. The 
Inference model could be used to advantage here as follows: 
VARIANCE 4.*10's cm/sec 
VARIANCE 3.M0" 3 <jm/sec 
\ \ \ 5. . iOjV.\15. • 2o;- •25. 30. ,-3s;- ••"'•^40 ' 56. 
FIGURE 11 ESTIMATED STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROBLEM 2 (HORIZONTAL FLOW) 
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FIGURE 12 EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON ESTIMATED STATISTICAL 
VALUES 
1. Randomness of data points 
In the Inference model, the data randomness is automatically tested 
through the use of the functions describing the statistical constraints, 
Eqs. .13 and 15. Indeed, if the provided information does not fol-
low a random pattern, numerical instability is induced which, shows that 
complementary information is needed. 
2. Uniform sample volume 
It is recognized that a basic requirement for the successful use 
of statistics in sampling is the uniformity of the sample volume. The 
Inference model accounts for this size effect through the use of the 
notion of variogram, (sect. 2 ). The variogram permits to determine 
the range of significant statistical inference around a given point. 
On the other hand ! ' was seen that a one meter boring was 
r 
sufficient to produce a good statistical description of the physical 
characteristics of the rock. Therefore, it is proposed here, to use 
the average values obtained from one meter of borings as the input 
information to the Inference model, as illustrated in Figure 14. 
Y 
A . 
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BOUNDARIES » 7,00 m. 
-LOW VARIANCE OF THE HEAD 
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'HIGH VARIANCE OF THE HEAD 
CAVITY 
FIGURE '13 RESULTS OF THE INFERENCE MODEL COUPLED WITH THE F.E.M. (HORIZONTAL FLOW) 
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FIGURE 14 ILLUSTRATION OF THE ESTIMATION PROCEDURES 
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Appendix A 
Computations Related to the Inference Model 
1. Relationship between Covariance and Variogram 
Using the general expression of the second statistical moment one 
can obtain 
( < Y V -
= E (z -z ) 2! + e:(z -z ) 2 v x yJ ! V x yJ 
- 2 E [ ( z x - v < v y 
" E ( Z x " V + « V W V + E( Zx" Zy' E < V V 
+ ' I V V V V - 2 E ( V Z y ' E( Zx" Zy> -
" 2 C < Z x - Z y > W 
where: C = the covariance of variables Z and Z 
which after a few simplifications leads to 
f V V W i ^ ' V V V V ' 
c ( z x - z y V V - 2 C < Z x " Z y ' V Z y > • 
• 2 c ( v v z x - y - 2 c ' v v v V 
Making use of the general statistical assumptions given in section (A-3) 
we obtain 
2 
i < w - ( v v ! 
A L^ 
= C(0) - C(Z x-Z y,Z x-Z y) 
which leads to the expression of the variogram y 
Y[(Z x-Z y),(Z x-Z y)l = C(0) - C ( z x - z y i x - y 
or Y(d) = C(0) - C(d) (A. 1) 
2. Optimization Using Lagrange Multipliers 
- 2 
The problem consists to minimize E[(z-z) ] the variance with the 
constraint E[z(x,y)] - E[z(x,y)] = 0. 
Using the assumptions introduced in section (5.3.1) we obtain 
E[(z-i)2] = C(z,z) + I b J b [C(z ,Z ] - 2 I b C(z,z ) (A-2) 
a 3 ° B a a " 
and Efz] - E[z ] = [ a f* - I a [J b a f*] = 
% a 
2 a 4 (A-3) 
= I a j f * - I b f"] = o; 
i a 
a = 1,...,n £ = 1,... ,k 
The minimization of the variance will be obtained using the method of 
Lagrange multipliers as follows. 
The Lagrange function being 
L = C ( z , z ) - 2 I b Q C(z,z ) + I b°b ® C ( 2 , Z ) -
a 
- I (ut)[f* - I b
a f*]; 
£ a 
>• jH i.~ 1 $>< i jk 
The conditions to obtain the minimum are 
( M ) 
3 1 '= 0 for all b 's (A-5) 
= 0 for all p 's 
3b a 
8L 
The unknowns being b 's and p 's we obtain a linear system of ct+k 
equations. 
The differentiation of L with respect to b a and M^ gives: 
First with respect to b a. 
-2 C(z,z ) + I b e C(z ,z ) + I V f l = 0 V a = l,n ft.7) 
a B a is ^ * a 
Second with respect to 
-fl + I b a f* = 0 V i = l,k (ft,8) 
a 
The system then can be written as 
l b B + i = 2 c< z~- z> 




The covariances c(za,zg) and c(za,z) are obtained from the following 
relations: 
C(za,z) =- Y(Fz a-Fz) and C(z a >z p) =- Y(Fz a-Fz &) 
Then the linear system of equations becomes 
I b 6 Y(z - z j + I y 0 f l = 2 y(z - Z ) 
£ ' a g £ 2, a [ 4 a ' 
P 
8 £ I ( A - 1 0 ) 
I b B f*(z ) = fl[z) 
3 
where the b's and v's are the unknown quantities. Therefore, solving 
this system the estimator of the variable is defined by: 
Z(x,y) = I b e Z^ (A. 11) 
and the variance of the estimate is 
CT? = I b 0 y(2 -Z) + I » f*(z) (£.12) 
Z 0 Jl 
P R O G R A M INFMOU (INPUT»OUTPUT? PLOT? T A P E 1 > A 10 
C A 2 0 
C p, 3 0 
C A 40 
C V E R S I D M D D I 6 7 7 
C 
C T H I S P R O G R A M P E R F O R M S AM I N F E R E N C E M O D E L A N A L Y S I S ft 5 0 
C B A S E D ON A M O V I N G A V E R A G E T E C H N I Q U E A 6 0 
C A 7 0 
C I N P U T D A T A A S O 
C A 90 
C H E L T A = M E S H I N T E R V A L A 100 
C N P L = 1 P L O T R E Q U I R E D A 110 
C = 0 W I T H O U T P L O T A 1£0 
C U I N I T I A L P A R A M E T E R O F V A R I O G R A M A 130 
C C D I N I T I A L D I S C O N T I N U I T Y A 140 
C A 150 
A 160 
C N P G I V = T O T A L N U M B E R O F G I V E N P O I N T S A 170 
C X ( D j Y ( I ) = C O O R D I N A T E S O F G I V E N P O I N T CI) A ISO 
C 2 ( 1 ) = S P E C I F I E D P H Y S I C A L P A R A M E T E R AT L O C A T I O N <I> A 190 
C A £ 0 0 
C O U T P U T OF P R O G R A M A 2 1 0 
0 A £ 2 0 
u A T L O C A T I O N S S P E C I F I E D BY T H E M O D E S DF T H E G I V E N A 2 3 0 
C MESH? T H E F I R S T A M D S E C D N B S T A T I S T I C A L M O M E N T S fi 2 4 0 
C O F T H E P H Y S I C A L P A R A M E T E R U N D E R I N V E S T I G A T I O N ft £ 5 0 
C A R E E S T I M A T E D A 2 6 0 
0 A 2 3 0 
C O M M O N X < 3U 0 ?J Y < 3 0 0 > > Z < 3 0 0 )J MUM(300)J M U M T R I C 3 0 0 ? £ )J N G < 3 0 0 )J N D < 3 0 0 ) ft 2 9 n 
1? N P n i N T E < 3 0 0 ) j N P L A C £ > tHENT<4>j Y E N T ( 4 > j D E L T A ; N P G I V j X M I N ? MMA>i? Y M I N ) Y A 3 0 0 
£MAX> NINTN? NINTYj NNDX? MNDY? L4iNENTC4? 2 ) A 3 1 0 
C O M M O N ''SEC/ N U M E L C 3 0 0 ) I N T R ( 4 , S > J N H E I G ( 3 S > J B I S T < 3 2 } J N H E I G K 8 > J D I S T A 3 £ 0 
11C3>?LNX?KNY?K3?NBEI3 A 3 3 0 
C O M M O N /"SI' UJCOJN.'HNH A 3 4 0 
C O M M O N / B S E ^ B S < £ 0 » £ 0 ) ? C V < £ 0 ? £ 0 ) ft 3 5 0 
C A 3 6 0 
C R E A D I N P U T D A T A A 3 7 0 
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 1 = = = = = = = ^ = = = = = = = = = = = ^ = = = =—== A 3 8 0 
C A 3 9 0 
PEmli 110? T E S T S A 4 0 0 
101 L'Ui'i TI MUt. A 4 1 0 
F-.EAD 114? DELTA? M P L A 4 £ 0 
P E A D 115; U i C O A 4 3 0 
P R I N T 111 A 4 4 0 
ft 4 5 0 
R E A D 113? N P G I V ft 4 6 0 
IF ( N P G I V . E Q . 0 > GO TO 109 A 4 7 0 
HO 102 1=1? N P G I V ft 4 S O 
C A 4 9 0 
C A 500 
R E A D 116? I P N C ; I > ? Y < I ) A 5 1 0 
10£ C O N T I N U E A 5 2 0 
C A 5 3 0 
D O 103 1=1j N P G I V A 5 4 0 
103 R E A D 116> I D N ) Z a > • A 3 5 0 
C A 5 6 0 
E D 104 1 = 1 ? N P G I V ft 5 7 0 
104 P R I N T 1 15T Y < I ? f 2 < I ) A 5 8 0 
C . . ft 5 9 0 
P R I N T 111 " ft 6 0 0 -
C A 61'0 
C A L L G R A P H <1>NPGIVj 0? Xj Y ) A 6 £ 0 ' 
C A 6 3 0 
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = 1 = = = = = = = = = = i ^ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = « s = = pi 6 4 0 
C A 6 5 0 
C I N I T I A L I S E A 6 & 0 
C = = = = = = ====== = = = ==== = = = = = == = =: = —= = =====!==« = = 670 
A 6 3 0 
DD 105 1 = 1 ? 1 6 0 A 6 9 0 
NUM< I ?=0 fl 7 0 0 
N U M T R I C I j 1 > = 0 fl 7 1 0 
N U N T R i a > 2 > = 0 ft 7 2 0 
NIJ<I>=0 ft 7 3 0 
N D < I ) = 0 ft 7 4 0 
N P D I M T E C I > = 0 ft 7 5 0 
h U M E L < I ? = 0 A 7 6 0 
105 C O N T I N U E fl 7 7 0 
RIPLFI<L)=0 ft 7SC 
M P L A < 2 ) = 0 ft 7 9 0 
no 10s J = I ! 3 2 a s o n 
N H E T G < J > = 0 p, s i o 
H')6 BISr<J)=C«. ft S £ 0 
BO 107 1=1j 4 ft 3 3 0 
X E H T < I ) = 0 . ft 3 4 0 
Y E N T < I > - 0 . ft 3 5 0 
3 D 107 J = 1J S ft 3 6 0 
H T R < I j J ) = 0 fl 3 7 0 
N H E I G 1 < J > = 0 ft s s n 
D I S T 1 < J ) = 0 . ft e g g 
107 C O N T I N U E A 9 0 O 
C ft 9 1 0 
C ft 9 2 0 
C D E T E R M I N A T I O N DF T H E M E S H ft 9 3 0 
C A 9 5 0 
C ft 9 6 0 
M M A X = X ( i > ft 9 7 0 
X M I N = X M A X ft 9 3 0 
Y M A X = Y < 1 ) ft 9 9 n 
Y M I N = Y M A X ft 1 0 0 0 
D O 10:2 I = 1 . N P G I V A 1 0 1 0 
X1=XCI> A 1020 
Y1«Y<I> fl 1030 
IF < X 1 . L E . X M I N > X M I H = X 1 ft 1040 
IF < Y 1 . L E . Y M I M > Y M I N = Y 1 ft 1050 
IF <X1.GE.HMAX:> X M A X = X 1 ft 1060 
IF < Y 1 . G E . Y M A X > Y M A X - Y 1 A 1 0 7 0 
103 C O N T I N U E A 1 0 3 0 
C A 1090 
P R I N T 11£J X M I N J Y M I N ; Y M A X A 1100 
C A 1 1 1 0 
C fi 1 1 2 0 
C A 1130 
C A L L O P E R C X A H ) ft 1140 
C ft 1*50 
C ft U 6 0 
C A 1170 
c A n e o 
C IF < N P L . E G . 0 > G O T O 9 9 9 A U 9 0 
C -
C C A L L P L T < X A H > X M A X , X M I N , N I N T XJ N I N T Y ) fl 1210 
C A 1220 
C ft 1£30 
GD T Q 101 ft i£40 
C A 1 2 5 0 
C * A 1260 
109 S T O P ft 1 2 7 0 
C fl 1230 
110 F O R M A T <A3> ft i £ g n 
111 F O R M A T <IH1> . ft 1300 
112 F O R M A T ' 8 F 1 0 . 4 ) ' ft 1 3 1 0 " 
113 F O R M A T <SI.10> ft 1 3 2 0 
114 F O R M A T ( F l 0 . O J I 2 > A 1330 
' 115 F O R M A T <2F10.3? F 1 5 . f t 1 3 4 0 
U S F O R M A T < I £ » 2 F 1 0 . 3 ? - A 1350 
£ ' " ft" 13S0 
E N D ft 1370 
S U B R O U T I N E OPEft <XAH> E 10 
C E 2 0 
C E 3 0 
c B 750 
101 CONTINUE b 760 
102 CONTINUE B 770 
C B 730 
RETURN B 790 
1 E 800 
103 FORMAT <5X> 7H X j£X, 7H Y 1H*j2X» IOHESTIMATED ,a B 310 
1XJ 1OHESTIMATED >2X> 1H*<2XJ 12HC0EFFICIENT ) B 320 
104 FORMAT <5X> 7H ,£XJ ?H >£X> 1H*J£X, 10HMEAN ,2 B 330 
1X» 1OHVARIANCE 1H*>2XJ I2H0F VARIATION) B 340 
105 FORMAT <5X> 6 1 H = = =—== = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = « = = = « B S50 
1^=========,//) s SSO 
106 FORMAT <5XJ F7.3; 2 X , F7. 3J £XF 1H»:> 2X> Fl 0.3,2X. Fl 0. 3? SXj I H ^ E X J F I E B 370 
1.3) E 330 
C B 390 
END B 900 
SUBROUTINE P L T <XAH?XNAX»XNINjNINTXJNINTY) C 10 
C C 20 
C ^ ARRTTS ^ :+• S :-*:•» ** q 3Q 
C C 40 
C THIS SUERQUTINE PLOTS THE ESTIMATED MEAN VALUES C 50 
C C 60 
C C 70 
DIMENSION XAH<20>J YAH<20> 5 WAHCSOOJ4>J DAH<£0>20>£)J TL<S? C 80 
COMMON /'EBB-' BB<20j2Cr>jCV<20-£0> C 90 
£ C 100 
C C 1 1 0 
C PLOTTING THE COMPUTED VALUES C 120 
C C 140 
MAXDIM=300 C 150 
DO 101 I=1jNINTY C 160 
SD 101 J=1>NINTX C 170 
B£H( Ij J»1)=BE<IjJ> C ISO 
DAH\Ij JJ 2 > = C V < 1 > J ) C 190 
101 CONTINUE C 200 
C C 210 
XLNTH=6. C £20 
YLNTH=4. C £30 
C C 240 
F C DELTA* = XMAX / XLNTH C- 250 
I C C 260 
DELTAX=£. C 270 
N1=NINTX C £SU 
NFNS=N1NTY C £90 
C C 300 
CALL PLOTS C 310 
C C 320 
DD i 04 L=1J £ C 330 
NNQ=0 C 340 
READ 105J TL C 350 
YMAH=0. C 360 
DELTAY=2. C 370 
C C 33 0 
DO 103 I=1JMFMS C 390 
BO 102 J=1>NINTX C 400 
YAH(J>=DAH<IJJJL> c 410 
102 Y£H<J>=DAH<IJ JJ L> C 420 
C C 430 
C C 44 0 
0 C 450 
CALL HIDE <XAH>YAHj UAHClJ1> j UAH<1 J £)?MAH<1J3)TUAH<1>4>J NNGj M C 460 
1 AXDIMJMIJNFNSJTLJXLNTHJYLNTH.XMIN^BELTAXJYMAHJDELTAY) C 4?0 
C C . 430 
C c 490 
C C 500 
103 CDNTINUE - C 510 
CALL PLOT C14.J-2.J-3> C S£0 
104 CONTINUE C 530 
CALL PLOT <0J0T999> C 540 
RETURN C 550 
C C 560 
105 FORMAT <8A10? C 570 
C C 530 
END C 5 9 0 
SUBROUTINE NUMB D 10 
C D 20 
C D 30 
C MUNEERING OF GIVEN POINTS D 40 
C D 60 
COMMON X O O O ) JYC300) 5ZC300>?NUM<300) jNUMTRI<300J2) JNGC300) J NDC300) D 70 
1J NPQINTEC300)J NPLA<2?»XENTC4? tYEMTC4)? DELTA)NPGIV) XMIN> XMflXj YMINj Y D SO 
2MAXjNINTXJNINTYINND><: jNNDY jL4 jNENT<4J2> B 90 
COMMON /SEC/ NUMEL<300> > NTR<4 j 8) J NHEIGC3S)> DIST(3£>J NHEIG1<3)J DI3T D 100 
11<S>»LNX) KNYJ KS) NEEQ D 110 
C D 120 
NINTX=<XMA!<-XMIN>/DELTA+1 D 130 
XMAX=XMIN+NINTX*DELTA D 140 
HNAX1=XMAX-XMIN D 150 
NNDX=NINTX+1 D 160 
NINTY=(YMAX-YMIN>/DELTA+1 D 170 
YHAX=YMIN+NINTY*DELTA D ISO 
YMAX1=YHAX-YHIN D 190 
NNDY=NINTY+1 D £00 
C J) 210 
C PRINT 100) HINTX) NINTY D 220 
C 100 FORMAT< /£;<>10I10> D 230 
C D 240 
L4=4*NINTX D 2 5 " 
LY=NINTY—1 D 
DD 104 I=1JNPGIV D £70 
XI=X<I>-XMIN D £30 
YI=Y<I)-YMIii D £90 
IX=XI/DELTA D 300 
IY=YI/DELTA D 310 
IF CXI.LT.XMAXl) GO TO 101 D 320 
NUM< I ) = < I Y+l-I Y/NINTY)*L4--1 D 330 
GD TO 103 D 340 
101 IF (YI.LT.YMAMl) • • TD 102 D 350 
N U M ( n = L 4 « L Y + 4 ^ I X + 3 D '360 
GO TO 103 D 370 
102 XN=XI-IftSl!ELTA D 3S0 
YN=YI-IY^DELTA D 390 
11=1 D 400 
IF <KN.<jT.YN> 11=2 D 410 
I£=0 D 420 
IF <YN.GT.<DELTA-XN? ? I£=-5 D 430 
NUMU:> = IY*:L4+4*i;<+IAES<Il+I£> D 440 
103 CONTINUE D 450 
104 CONTINUE D 460 
RETURN D 470 
C D 430 
END D 490 
SUBROUTINE SORT E 10 
C E £0 
C SORTING THE POINTS IN INCREASING ORDER E 40 
C E 6-0 
COMMON X<300}}Y(300})2(300>j NUM(300> > NUMTRI<3OO?£)jNG(3OO?rNIK3O0? E 70 
1j NPDINTE<3yu> ? NPLA(£> >XENTC4))YENT<4) > DELTA)NPGIVj f<MIN? XMAXJ YMINJ Y E SO 
£NAX> NINTX)NINTY? NNDXJ NNDYJ L4)NENT<4> 2> E 9 0 
C E 100 
JM~1 E 110 
N=NPGIV-1 E 120 
DO 105 1=1>N E 130 
IA=I+1 E 140 
LI=I E 150 
IF <NUM<IA).GE.NUM<Li:0 GD TO 103 E 160 
101 CDNTIMUE E 170 
IF (.NGCLI >.EQ.0> GO TO 10£ E ISO 
L1=LI E 190 
LI=NG<LI) E £00 
IF <NU»<IA).LE.NUrt<LI>> GO TO 101 E £10 
NG<IA)=NG<L1) E 220 
ND(IA)=ND<LI) E 230 
NG<L1)=IA E £40 
ND<LI>=IA E £50 
GO TD 105 E 260 
10£ JH=IA E £70 
NGCLI>=JM E £80 
ND<IA)=LI E £90 
CO TD 105 E 300 
103 Ic <ND<LI>.EG.u> GO TO 104 E 310 
L1=LI • E 320 
LI=ND<L1> E 330 
IF <oiUMaA>>.GE.i;riuM<;ui)>> GO TO 103 E 340 
ND<IA)=NB(L1> E 350 
NGf IA)=I"!G<LI) E 360 
ND(L1)=IA E 3?0 
NG<LI)=IA E 330 
GO TD 105 E 390 
104 NECLI)=IA E 400 
NG<IA)=LI E 410 
105 CDNTINUE E 420 
uu iuS k=i>NPGI\' E 430 
NUMTRI<K>=NUM<JM:> E 4 4 0 
NUMTRI <Kj 2)=JM E 450 
JM=ND<-JM) E 460 
106 CONTINUE E 470 
RETURN E 480 
C E 490 
END E 500 
SUBROUTINE INITL F 10 
C F £0 
C r 3 0 
C EVALUATION OF THE PLACE OCCUPIED BY THE FIRST NODE F 40 
C DF A LI HZ INSIDE THE VECTOR NUMTRI F 50 
C F 60 
C F 70 
COMMON KC3£'0>»YC30u>F Z<300)JNUM<300)J NUMTRI C300J£)JNG<300> > NDC300J F SO 
I > NPOINTEXSOO) j N P L A O ) j XENTC4) > YENT<4) j DELTA*NPGIVJXHIMJ XHAXJ YfllM J Y F -90 
2MAX? NINTXJ NINTY> NNDXi NNDYJ L4J NENTf4J£) F 100 
COMMON / S E C ' N U N E L < 3 0 0 ) N T R < 4 j 3) J NHEIG<32) •DISTC32)< NHEIG1<3) ' DIST F 110 
II Oi> »LMX? 1stIV j KSj NEc.Q F 120 
C F 130 
INB-1 F 140 
INB1=I F 150 
L1=L4 F 160 
DO 104 1=1> MINTY F 170 
IF <NUMTRI<IND>. GT. LI > GO TO 103 F ISO 
NPDINTE<I)=IND F 190 
DD 1 ii£ J=1 j 1000 F £00 
IND=IHD+1 F £10 
IF (IMD.LE.NPGIV) GD TD 101 F 2£0 
K=I+1 F 230 
GO TD 105 F 240 
101 CONTINUE F £50 
IF < N U M T R K I N I D . G T . L 1 ) GD TO 103 F £60 
10£ CONTINUE F £70 
103 L1=L1 +L4 F £30-
104 CONTINUE F £90 
GD TO 107 F 300 
105 CONTINUE F- 310 
DD 106 I=K> NINTY F 320 
NPDINTE<I>=0 F 330 
106 CONTINUE F- 340 
lu? NpaiNTE<miiY>=999 ,39 F 350 
RETURN F 360 
C F 370 
END F 3S0 
SUBROUTINE SEARCH <XT>YT,NX-NY) G 10 
C G 20 
C SEARCH DP THE E I G T GIVEN P O I N T S AROUND THE EXAMINED NODE G 40 
C G 50 
C G 60 
COMMON X<300>JY<300> ? Z<300> ? NUM(300> ? NUMTRI <300? £> JNG(300> ? NB<300:> G 70 
1J NPDINTE(300> ? NPLAC2? < XENT<4>>YENT(4> ? DELTA? NPGIV? XMIN:XNAX ? Yr'TIN? Y G 80 
£MAX? NINTX? NINTY? NN3X? NNDY? L4? NENT(4? 2> G 90 
COMMON /SEC/ NUMEL<300)? NTR<4? 3 ) I N H E I G < 3 2 ) J DIST<32)»NHEIG1(3)? DIST G 100 
11<3> ?LMX? KNY,KS? NEEQ G 110 
COMMON /B3/ MKRIGJNADR G 120 
c a iso 
LNX=NINTX-NX G 140 
KNY=NINTY-NY Q 150 
DO 101 1=1? 4 G 160 
DO 101 J=1? 3 G 170 
NTR<I-J>=0 G ISO 
101 CONTINUE G 190 
IF <<NX.GE.NNDJO-OR.<NY.GE.NNDY:>:> GO TO 102 G 200 
C G 210 
c G 220 
C G 230 
CALL SECT1 CNX?NY> G 240 
C G 250 
C : G 260 
C G 270 
CALL S E C T 2 (NXJNYJ G £30 
C G £90 
C G 300 
C G 310 
10£ CONTINUE G 320 
IF (<NX.LE.0).DR.(NY.GE.NNDY)} GO TO 103 G 330 
C G 340 
C G 350 
C G 360 
CALL SECT3 (NX? NY} G 370 
C G 330 
£ Q 390 
C G 400 
CALL SECT4 <NX*NY> G - -410 
C G 4£0 
C G 430 
C G 440 
103 CONTINUE G 450 
IF ((NX.LE. 0;.AR. (NY.LE. 0)5 GO TD 104 G 460 
C G 470 
C G 480 
C G 49 C 
CALL SECT5 (NX?NY> G 500 
C G 510 
C G 5£0 
C G 530 
CALL SECT6 <NX?NY> G 540 
C G 550 
C G 560 
C G 570 
104 CONTINUE ' G 530 
IF ((NY.LE.0).DR.(NX.GE.NNDJO) GD TO 105 G 590 
C G 600 
C : — R G 610 
0 G 620 
CALL SECT7 (NX?NY> G 630 
C G 640 
C ; G 650 
C :G 660 
CALL SECTS NY) G 670 
C G 630 
C G 690 
C G 700 
105 CONTINUE G 710 













CALL EIGT <XT>YT:.0> 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SECT1 <NXjNY) 





COMMON X<3i30>,YC30(?>-ZC30n>,MUM<300).NUNTRI<30D !£>jNij<30C)jND<:300? 
1J NPDINTE<300> J NPLA<2> >XENT<4?JYENT<4? JDELTAJ NPGIVJ XMINJ XMAXJ YMINJ Y 
£MAXJ NINTX-NINTYJNNDXJ NNDY;L4« NENT<4> 
COMMON /-SEC/" NUNEL<300> • N7RC4? 3 ) .< NHEIG<32) j DI5T<32> > NHEIG1 (3? j BIST 





NUM£L< 1 >=L tl*NY+4>NX+2 
NELEt1=NUMELCO 





CALL LDGK1 (INUMi 11 NLIGNH NY? NTRDUVJ 1) 
IF <t-5TRDUV.EE>.4> RETURN 
L0£ CONTINUE 
NCOL=NCOL+l 




DD 103 I=l,NCOL 
INIJM=4«I 
MUMEL<IHUH-3)=NELEn4+L4«I 








GO TD 101 
104 CALL LQOK1 <INUM.» 1>NLIGNjHY>NTRCUV» 1) 
IF <NTRDU l/.Ea.4> RETURN 
IF <NCDL.LT.LNX> GO TO.10£ 
RETURN 
END 
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C SECTOR FROM 3 PI/4 TD PI I 40 
C I so 
C I 60 
COMMON X(300>J Y<300>J 2<300> J NUN<300>5NUMTRI<OQ0>B)>NG(3Q0>>NDC300;) I 70 
I ? N P D I N T E ( 3 0 0 ) J NPLA(2> J ?<ENT<4> J Y E N T C 4 ) > DELTA> NPGIVJ XMINJ XMAXJ YI1IN? Y I SO 
£MAR<> NINTX» NINTYS NNDXI NNDYJ L4> NENT(4J £ ) 1 9 0 
COMMON /SEC/ NUMEL<-300)J NTR(4J J MHEIG<3£> J DIST<3£)> NHEIGI<3> > DIST I 100 
II <3> J LNXJ KNY> K3J NEEO I N O 
C I 1£0 
INUM=2 I 130 
NTROUV^O I 140 
NLIGN=NTROUV I 150 
HCOL=NLIGN I 160 
N U M E L C 1 > = L 4 * N Y + 4 * N X - 3 I 170 
N E L E H = N U M £ L A > 1 13Q 
101 NUMELCIMUM>=NUMEL(INUM-1?+l I 190 
C I 200 
C I gi o 
C I 2£0 
CALL LOOK 1 <INUN>4JMLIGM»NYJNTR0UV>1) I £30 
C I £40 
C i £ 5 0 
C I £60 
IF "CNTROUV. E Q . 4 ) RETURM I 270 
IO£ CONTINUE I SSO 
NCOL=NCOL+L I 290 
IF CNCDL.GE.NX) RETURN I 300 
NLIGN=0 I 3IO 
NC4-4*NC0L I 3£O 
N E L E M 4 = N E L E M - L 4 - N C 4 I 330 
DO 103 I=1JNC0L I 340 
INUM=4*I I 350 
NUMEL<INUM-3)=NELEM4+L4WI I 360 
NUMELCINUM-E > =NUMEL (1NUM-3)+1 I 370 
NUMELCINUM-1>=NUMEL<INUM-£>+l I 3S0 
NUMEL(INUM)=NUMEL(INUN-1)+1 I 390 
NLIGN=NLIGH+1 I 400 
IF (NLIGN.GE.KNY> GO TD 104 I 410 
103 CONTINUE 1 «*£0 
INUM=INUT1+2 I 430 
• N U M E L C I N U M - 1 )=NUMELCINUM-4)+L4-l I .'440 
G O TO 101 I ' 4 5 0 
C 1 4 6 0 
C I 470 
C I 4S0 
104 C A L L LDDK1 <INUMJ4.»NLIGNjNY.<NTR0IJVI 1> I 490 
C I 500 
C X 510 
C I 520 
IF CNTRDUV.EQ.4> RETURN I 5 3 0 
IF CNCOL.LT.NX> GO TO 102 I 540 
RETURN I 550 
C I 560 
END I 570 
S U B R O U T I N E SECTS (NX? N Y ) J 10 
C J 20 
C j 30 
C SECTOR FROM PI TO 5 P I / 4 . J 40 
C J 5 0 
C J 60 
COMMDN X(300>JY(3(R0>JZCO0S)J NUMC300>« NUMTRI<300T £) J NGC300)J NDC3Q0) J 70 
1J NP0INTEC300)? NPLAC2> ? XENTC4)> YENTC4)>DELTAJ NPGIVJ XMINJ XMAXJ YMIMJ Y J SO 
2MAX J'NINTX^ NINTYJ NNDXJ NNBYJ L4'« NENTC4? £>' J GO 
COMMON /SEC/ NUMELC300>>NTRC4>8>>NHEIGC3£)JDIST<3£>>NHEIG1C8>>DIST J 100 
11(3)> LNX?KNY> K3J N3EQ J lie 
C J 120 
INUM=2 J .130 
N T R C U V = 0 J 140 
NLIGN=NTRDUV J 150 
MCOL=NLIGN J 160 
NUMELC1>=L4*NY-L4+4*NX J 170 
NELEM=NUMEL<1> J 130 
101 NUMEL<INUM)=NUMEL< I N U M - D - 3 J 190 
C J SOO 
C J £10 
C J ££0 
CALL LOOK1 CINUtt> 5> N L I G N j NYJ NTRDUV?-1> J £30 
C J £40 
C J • £50 
C J £60 
I F < N T R 0 U V . E 3 . 4 ) RETURN j £70 
102 CONTINUE J £50 
NCOL=NCOL+1 J £90 
IF <NCDL.GE.NX> RETURN J 300 
NLIGN=0 J 310 
NC4=4*NCDL J 320 
NELEM4=NELEM-NC4+L4 j 330 
DD 103 1=1 a NCOL J 340 
INIJM=4>:i J 350 
NUMEL< INUM-3)=NELEM4-L4 '* I J 360 
NUMEL<INUM-£)=NUMELCINUM-3>- l J 370 
NUMELC INUI"1-1>=NUMEL< INUM-£>—1 J 330 
NUMEL< INUM)"=NUMEI.< INUM-1 >-1 J 390 
NLIGN=NLIGN+1 J 400 
I F ( N L I G N . G E . N Y ) GD TD 104 J 410 
I d a CONTINUE J 420 
INUM=INUM+3 J 430 
NUMELt INUM-1 )=NUMEL< INUM-5 ) - L4 J 440 
GD TD 101 J 450 
C J 460 
C .J 470 
C J 4S0 
104 CALL LODKI ( INUFIJ 5? N L I G N j N Y J NTROUV? - 1 ) J 490 
C J 500 
C J 510 
C J 520 
I f < N T R 0 U V . E Q . 4 ) RETURN J 530 
I F <HCE3L.LT.NX) GD TO 1 •)£ J 540 
RETURN J 550 
C J 560 
END J 570 
SUBROUTINE SECTS <NX,NY) K .10 
C K £0 
C K 30 
C SECT2R FROM 7 P I ^4 TG £ P I K 40 
C K 50 
C K 60 
COMMON X<300> J Y<3DC))"Z<S00>;MUri<300)j NUMTRI <3t iO jS> j r iG<300) jND<300) K 70 
I J N P O I N T E O O O ) J_HPLA<£) > XENT<4) j YENT<4> J DELTA? NPG I V ? XM1NJ X N A X j YNIN> Y K SO 
r i l N i XJ riiri i V J nriU'c J ririBY* L4? NEHT i4> £> K 90 
COMMON -'SEC/' NUMELC300) j N T R ( 4 > 3 ) j N H E I G < 3 £ > j D I S T < 3 £ ) » N H E I G l < 3 ) > D I S T K 130 
I I <8> > LNX? KNY? K3.> NEEQ K 110 
C K 120 
INUM=£ K 130 
NTROUV=Q K 140 
NLIGN=NTRQUV K 150 
NC0L=NL1GN K 160 
NUMEL< 1 )=L 4 ^ N Y - L 4 +4>" N X+4 . It 170 
HELEM=NUMEL<O K I S O 
101 NUMEL<INUM)=NUMEL<1NUM-1)-1 K 190 
C K 200 
C : --- K £10 
C K ££0 
CALL LOOK1 <INUM,3JNLIGNJNYJNTRGUVJ -1 ) K £30 
C K £40 
C K £50 
C K £G0 
I F <NTRDUV.EQ.4> RETURN K 270 
10£ CONTINUE K £SO 
NCGL=NCOL+l K £90 
I F < N C 0 L . G E . L N X ) RETURN K 300 
NLIGN=0 K 310 
i 
i 
N C 4 = 4 * N C 0 L K 320 
NELEM4=NC4-»NELEM+L4 K 3 3 0 
1 0 103 I = 1 j N C 0 L K 340 
I N U M = 4 * I K 3 5 0 
* HU M E L C I N U M - 3 ) = N E L E M 4 - L 4 * I K 3 6 0 
N U M E L C I N U N - 2 > = N U M E L C I N U M - 3 ) - l K • 3 7 0 
riUNELCINUM-l>=NUNELCINUN-£>-l K 3 3 0 
N U M E L C I N U M > = N U M E L C I M U M — 1 K 3 9 0 
N L I G N - N L I G N + 1 K 4 0 0 
IF CNLIGN.GE.NY? GO TO 104 K 410 
103 C O N T I N U E K 4 2 0 
I N U M = I N U M + 2 .K 430 
N U M E L C I N U M - 1 > = N U M E L C I N U M - 4 > - L 4 + l K 4 4 0 
G O TO 101 K 4 5 0 
C K 460 
C K 470 
C K 480 
104 C A L L L O O K 1 CIN'JM?8?HLIGN?NY>NTRauV7-l> K 4 9 0 
C ' K 500 
C K 510 
0 K 
IF C N T R D U V . E Q . 4 > RETURN K 530 
IF C N C O L . L T . L M X > GO TO 102 K 540 
R E T U R N K 5 5 0 
C K 5 6 0 
END K 5 7 0 
S U B R O U T I N E S E C T S CMX?NY> L 10 
C L 2 0 
C L 3 0 
C S E C T O R FROM P I / 4 TO P I / 2 L 4 0 
C L 50 
C L 60 
C D M M O N X C 3 0 0 > ? Y C 3 0 0 > ? Z C 3 0 0 > ? NUMC3005j N U M T R I C 3 0 0 ? 2 ) J N G C 3 0 0 ) J N D C 3 0 0 > L 7 0 
1J N P D I N T E C 3 0 0 > ? NPLAC2? ? XENTC4)J YENTC4> ? DELTA? HPGIViXMINJ XtlAXiYMINJ Y L S O 
£MAX? NINTX? NINTYJ NNDXJ NNDY J L4? NENTC4? 2> L 9 0 
COI1MDN / S E C / N U M E L C 3 0 0 > J NTRC4? S> ? NHEIGC3£> ? DI£TC3£>? NHEIGIC8>J D I ~ T L 100 
11C8)? LNXj KNYJ K&> N B E Q L 110 
C L 120 
I N U M = £ L 130 
N T R D U V = 0 L ' 140 
M C O L ^ N T R D U V L 150 
N L I G N - N C O L L 160 
NUMELC 1 >=:L4sNY-s-4*NX+l L 170 
N E L E M = N U M E L C 1 > L ISO 
101 N U M E L C I N U M > = N U M E L CINUM-1>+3 L 190 
C L £00 
C L 2 1 0 
C L 2 2 0 
C A L L L 0 0 K 2 <INUMs £? NLIGN? NY> N T R O U V ? 1 ) L 2 3 0 
C L 2 4 0 
C L 250 
C L 260 
IF C N T R D U V . ECl.4> RETURN L 2 7 0 
10£ C O N T I N U E L 2 S 0 
N L I G N = N L I G N + 1 L 2 9 0 
IF C N L I G M . G E . K N Y ) RETURN - L 3 0 0 
N C D L = 1 L 3 1 0 
N E L E M 4 = N E L E M + L 4 * N L I G N - 4 L 320 
BU 103 I=1JNLIGN L 330 
INUM=4*I.. L 3 4 0 
- N U M E L C I N U M - 3 > = N E L E M 4 + 4 * I L 3 5 0 
N U M E L C I N U M - £ ) = N U M E L C I M U M - 3 > + l L 360 
N U M E L C I N U M - 1 > = M U M £ L C I N U N - 2 > + l L 3 7 0 
N U M E L C I N U M > = N U M E L C I N U N - 1 > + 1 L 3 8 0 
M C O L = N C O L + l L 3 9 0 
IF CNCDL.GT.LNX> GQ TD 104 L 400 
103 C O N T I N U E L 4 1 0 
IN'JM=INUM+2 L 420 
N U M E L C I N U M - 1 > = M U M E L C I N U M - £ > + l L 430 
GO TO 101 L 440 






104 CALL L 0 D K 2 C IMUMj £> NLIGNj NY? NTRGUVi 1 > 
IF <NTR0UV.EC!.4> RETURN 
IF CNLIGN.LT.KNY) GD TD 102 
RETURN 
END 






SECTOR FROM PI^2 TD 3 PI--4 
101 
COMMON X(300>»Y<30G)jZ<300)J NUH<300> j NUMTRI <300j2)jNG<300)>rnX300) 
1 • NPniNTE(300> > NFLAC2) 5 XENTC4) r YENTC4> •> DELTAj NRGIV? XMINJ XMAXJ YMINj Y 
2MAX? NINTHJ IIINTYJ NNBXj NNDY? L4J NENT<4J £ ) 
COMMON ^ S E C ^ NUMELC300>)NTRC4J 3)JNHEIGC32> J DISTC32)J MHEIG1C3> J DIST 





















CALL L D C K 2 < INUM) 3J N U G N , NY, NTRD'JVJ 1) 
IF CNTRGUV.EQ.4:> RETURN 
02 CONTINUE 
NLHjN=NLIi3N+1 




DO 103 I = i > r!L IGN 
INUM=4*I 
M U M E L a N U M - 3 ) = N E L E M 4 - 4 ^ I 








GO TO 101 
104 CALL L00K2 (INUMs 3j NLIGNj NYJ NTRCUVJ1) 
IF <NTRDUV.EQ.4> RETURN 
IF <NLIGN.LT.KNY> GO'TO 102 
RETURN 
END 





L 43 C 
L 490 
L 500 


































































C SECTOR FROM 5 FI/ TD 3 PI/£ H 40 
C N 50 
C M 50 
j COMMON XC300>>YC300)?ZC300>?NUM(300:'jNUMTRIC300?2;'>MGC300:>?NDC300> N 70 
\ I j NPDINTEC300)J NPLAC2)j X E N T C 4 ) ? Y E N T C 4 ) > DELTA? NPGIV? XMIN« XMfiX? YMIN? Y N SO 
£MAX?NINTX?NINTVj NNDX? NNDY? L4?NENTC4? 2 ) N 90 
COMMON /SEC/" N U M E L C 3 0 0 ) • NTRC4J 3> J NHEIGC3£>J DISTC3£)» NHEIGI B I S T N 
11CS> f LN>5J KNY ? KS- NBEQ N 110 
C N 120 
INUM=£ N 130 
NTRDUV=0 N 140 
MCDL=NTROUV N 150 
N L I G N = N C D L N 160 
N U M E L C 1 > = L 4 * N Y - L 4 + 4 * N X - 1 N 170 
NELEM=NUMELC1> N 180 
101 NUMELCINUI1)=NUMEL( INUM-1 )-l N 190 
C N 2 0 0 
C N 210 
C N 220 
CALL LDDK£ <INUM? 6? NLIGNJ NY? NTROUVJ-1> N 2 3 0 
C N £40 
C N £50 
C N 260 
IF CNTRDUV.EQ.4> R E T U R N N 270 
10£ CONTINUE N £30 
N L I G N = N L I G N + 1 N 2 9 0 
IF CNLIGN.GE.NY> R E T U R N N 3 0 0 
NC0L=1 N 3 1 0 
N L I 4 = N L I G N S L 4 N 3 £ 0 
N E L E M 4 = N E L E M - N L I 4 + 4 N 330 
DD 103 1=1> N L I G N N 340 
INUM=4*I N 350 
N U M E L C I N U M - 3 ) = N E L E M 4 - 4 * I N 3 6 0 
N U M E L C I N U N - £ > = N U M E L C I N U M - 3 J - 1 N 3 7 0 
NUMEL.C INU.1—1 >=NUMELCINUM~£)-I N 3 S 0 
NUMELCINUM)=NUMELCINUM—1)+3 N 3 9 0 
N C 0 L = N C 0 L + 1 N 400 
IF CNCOL.GT.NX> GO T O 104 N 4 1 0 
103 C O N T I N U E N 420 
( INUH=IN>JM+2 N 430 
NUMELCINUM-1>=NUMELCINUM-4)—3 N 440 
CO TD 101 N 450 
C N 460 
C N 4 7 0 
C N 4SO 
104 CALL L 0 0 K 2 C I N U M ? N L I G N ? N Y ? N T R O U V j - 1 > N 4 9 0 
C N 5 0 0 
E H 510 
C N 5 £ 0 
IF C N T R O U V . E Q . 4 ) R E T U R N N 5 3 0 
IF C N L I G N . L T . N Y ) GO TD 10£ N 540 
RETURN N 550 
C N 560 
END N 570 
SUBROUTINE S E C T 7 CNX?NY> • 10 
C 0 £0 
C O 3 0 
C SECTOR FROM 3 PI/£ TD 7 PI/4 • 40 
C D 50 
C D 60 
- COMMON X C 3 0 0 > j Y C 3 0 0 ) > Z C 3 0 0 ) F N U M C 3 0 0 > * N U M T R I C 3 0 0 ) £ 5 ? N G C 3 0 0 ) J N D C 3 0 0 ) D" 70 
1>NPDINTEC300)> NPLAC£)J X E N T C 4 ) > Y E N T C 4 ) ? DELTA? NPGIV? XMIN? XMftX? YMIN? Y D SO 
£MAX? NINTXJ NINTY? NNDX? NNDY? L4? NENTC4? 2 > - ........ D 90 
COMMON / S E C / NUMELC300)>NTRC4? 8)? NHEIGC32)j DISTC32)> NHEIGIC5)f DIST • 100 
11CS)JLNX?KNYJKS>NEEQ 0 .110 
C • Q 120 
INUM=2 D 130 
N T R D U V = 0 D 140 
NCDL=NTRDUV • 150 
N L I G N = N C O L 0 160 
N U M E L C ! > = L 4 * N Y - L 4 + 4 * N X + 1 • 170 
NELEM=NUMEL<1> 







CALL LOOKS <INUM>7>NLIGNjNYJNTRCUV, - 1> 
IF <NTR0UV.EQ.4> RETURN 
02 CONTINUE 
NLIGN=NLIGN+1 








HUMEL< IMUN-l >=NUMEL< INUM-2>+l 
NUMEL<INUM)=NUMEL<INUM-1>+1 
NCDL=NCDL+1 
IF CNCDL.GT.LNX> GD TO 104 
CONTINUE 
INUM=INUM+£ 
N U M E L O N U M - l >=NUMEL< INUI1-£)+l 











IF <NTRniJV.F>T!.4> RETURN 
IF CNLIGN. L.T. N (~> GD TO 1 0£ 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LDGK1 <INUMjNUMSEC)NLIGNjNY>NTROUV?KDIRJ 
SEARCHING THE GIVEN INFORMATION IN SECTORS 1>4I5J3 
COMMON XC300)j Y<300)« ZC300)J MUM<300)J NUMTRI<300»£>INIJ<300)JND<300) 
1, NPDINTEC30CO « NFL A O ) J XENT<4) ? YENTX4) J DELTAJ NPGIVJ XMINi XMAX. YN1N j Y 
£MAX? NINTXiNINTYjNNDXJ NNDYJ L4J NENTC4? £ ) 
CDMMDN /SEC/' NUMEL<300>jNTR<4J3)JNHEIG<32>JDIST<3£> I NHEIG1<3)»DIST 
1!<3>, LNX?KNYJ K3JNBEQ 
KR=1 
NDLI=NY+ <1-KBIR > ^ 2 
IF <NLIGN.EQ.O> GD TD 10? 
DD 106 I=1>NLIGN 
NDLI=NOLI+KBIR 
IF <NDLI.GE.HNBY> RETURN 
NUMP=NPOINTE<NDLI> 
IF <NUMP.NE.0> GD TD 101 
KR=KR+4 
GO T O 106 
101 NUMP4=N!JMP-i-L4 
NUMPA=MIN0<NUMP4> NPGIV) - • 
JJ=0 
DO 105 J=1.100 
JJ=JJ+1 
IF <JJ.GE.5) GO TO 106 
DO 103 J1=NUMP> N'JMPA 
IF <NUMTRI<J1 f 1 >-N'JMEL<KR> > 103.102. 104 
102 NTROUV=NTROUV+l 





• . 240 
0 £50 
0 £60 





























































N T R ( N T R O U V > N U N S E O = N U H T R I ( J l ? 2 ) P 3 2 0 
KR=KR—1 P 3 3 0 
J J = J J - 1 P 3 4 0 
N U M P = J 1 + 1 P 3 5 0 
IF ( N T R O U V . E Q . 4 ) R E T U R N P 3 6 0 
GO TO 105 P 3 7 0 
103 C O N T I N U E P . 3 3 0 
104 N U M P = N P O I N T E ( N O L I ) P 3 9 0 
105 K R = K R + 1 P 4 0 0 
1 0 6 C O N T I N U E P 4 1 0 
IF ( K R . G T . I N U M ) R E T U R N P 4 2 0 
107 N 0 L I = N Y + K D I R * N L I G N + ( l + K D l R ) / 2 P 4 3 0 
IF ( N O L I . G E . N N D Y ) R E T U R N p 4 4 0 
N U M P = N P O I N T E ( N O L I > P 4 5 0 
IF ( N U M P . E G . 0 ) R E T U R N P 4 6 0 
N U M P 4 = N U M P + L 4 P 4 7 0 
N U M P A = M I N O < N P G I V ? N U M P 4 ) p 4 S O 
11=0 P 4 9 0 
D O 111 1=1? 100 P 5 0 0 
11=11+1 p 5 1 0 
IF U I . G E . 3 ) G D T D 112 P 5 2 0 
D O 109 J-NUMP? NIJMPA p 5 3 0 
IF ( N U M T R I ( J ; 1 ) - H U M E L ( K R > > 1 09? 1 OS? j 1 0 P 5 4 0 
103 N T R O U V = N T R O U V + 1 p 5 5 0 
K R = K R - 1 P 5 6 0 
11=11-1 P 5 7 0 
N U M P = J + 1 P 5 8 0 
N T R ( N T R O U V ? N U M S E C ) = N U M T R I ( J? 2 ) P 5 9 0 
IF ( N T R 0 U V . E Q . 4 ) R E T U R N P 6 0 0 
D O TO U l P 6 1 0 
109 C O N T I N U E P 6 2 0 
110 N U M P = M P O I N T E < N O L I ) P 6 3 0 
111 K R = K R + 1 P 6 4 0 
112 C O N T I N U E P 6 5 0 
R E T U R N P 6 6 0 
C P 6 7 0 
E N D P 6 8 0 
S U B R O U T I N E L O O K 2 (INUM? NUflSECiNLIGN? N Y ? N T R O U V j K D I R ) Q 10 
C Q £0 
C 0 .30 
C S E A R C H I N G T H E G I V E N I N F O R M A T I O N IN S E C T O R S 2? 3? 6? 7 Q - 4 0 
C Q 5 0 
C Q 6 0 
C O M M O N X(300)?Y(300>.>2(300)? NUPK300)J N U M T R I ( 3 0 0 ? £)? NG<300)? N D ( 3 0 G ) G 70 
I ? N P U I N T E < 3 0 0 ) ? N P L A ( £ ) j X E N T C 4 ) i Y E N T ( 4 ) J DELTA? MPGIVJ XMIN;XMAX? YNIN> Y Q S O 
£MwX.» NINTX? N I N T Y J NNDX? NNDY? L4? NENT<4? £ ) Q 9 0 
C O M M O N / S E C / N U M E L < 3 0 0 ) ? N T R ( 4 ? 8 ) ? N H E I G ( 3 £ > > D I S T < 3 £ ) ? N H E 1 G 1 < 8 > i D I S T Q 100 
11(3>ILNX? KNYJ K8J N£EQ. Q 110 
C Q 1£0 
N D L I = N Y + K D l R * N L I G N + ( 1 + K D l R > / £ Q 130 
IF ( N O L I . G E . N N D Y > R E T U R N Q 140 
N U M P = N P O I N T E ( N O L I > Q 150 
IF ( M U M P . E Q . 0 ) R E T U R N Q 160 
N U M P 4 = N U M P + L 4 Q 170 
N U M P A = M I N O < N U M P 4 « N P G I V ) Q. ISO 
IN=0 Q 190 
D O 104 1 = 1 > 1 6 0 Q 2 0 0 
IN=IN+1 Q £ 1 0 
IF ( I N . G T . I N U M ) R E T U R N Q 2 2 0 
DO 102 J = N U M P ? N U M P A Q £30-
IF ( N U M T R I ( J ? 1 ) - N U M E L ( I N ) ) 1 0 £ ? 1 0 1 ? 1 0 3 Q 2 4 0 
101 . ' M T R O U V = N T R QU V + 1 . Q £ 5 0 
. N T R ( N T R 0 U V ? N U M S E C > = N U N T R I ( J ? 2 > Q 2 6 0 
IF ( N T R 0 U V . E Q . 4 ) R E T U R N Q 2 7 0 
IN=IN—1 - Q 2 9 0 
N U M P = J + 1 " Q 2 9 0 
G O T D 104 ' : Q 3 0 0 
102 C O N T I N U E Q 3 1 0 
103 N U M P - N P D I N T E ( N O L I > Q 3 £ 0 
104 C O N T I N U E Q 3 3 0 

















S U B R O U T I N E EIGT ( X T , Y T > N F L A G ) 
D E F I N E S THE EIGTH C L O S E S T INFORMATIONS TD THE E X A M . NODE 
C O M M O N X < 3 0 0 > , Y ( 3 0 0 ) , Z < 3 0 0 > > N U M C 3 0 0 ) ? N U M T R I < 3 0 0 , £ > , N G ( 3 0 0 ) , N B ( 3 0 0 ) 
1 , NPOINTE<300> , NPLA<2> , XENT(!4> j Y E N T < 4 ) > D E L T A , NPGIVJ XMIN, XMAX, YMINJ Y 
2 M A X , N I N T X : N I N T Y J N N D X , N N D Y , L4, N E N T C 4 , 3 ) 
COMMON / S E C / NUMELC300)J N T R < 4 , , N H E I G ( 3 2 > ,DIST(32)J N H E I G 1 < 3 ) , DIST 
1 1 3 L N X J K H Y , K 3 , N B E Q 
COMMON /B3/ N K R I G J N A D R 
DIMENSION N H G ^ S ) 
IF <NFLAG.NE.0> GO TD 110 
DO 101 1=1,32 




D O lu£ 1=1,S 
N T R I = N T R C I , I) 
IF <NTRI.EQ.(D GO T O 102 
K3=K3+1 
N H E I G < K 3 > = N T R I 
C O N T I N U E 
DO 103 1=1.KS 
N8I=NHEIGCI> 
DIST< I >=S0RT( <X(NSI > - X T > * S £ + m N 8 1 >-YT)5**2? 
C O N T I N U E 
DD 107 J = £ , 4 
JN=0 
J-J=0 
DD 104 1=1,3 
N T R I = N T R O J , I > 
IF <NTRI.E0.0> GD TD 104 
JN=-JN-i-l 
N H G C J N ) = N T R I 
•JJ=J.JT1 
NHEIGl < J.J)=NTRI 
THST1 e. JJ^=SQRT< CXCNTRI )-XT;>^2+<;YCNTRI?-YT>^«2> 
CONTINUE 
JJ1^JJ-1 
DD 105 I=1,JJ1 
IP1=H-1 
DD 105 K=IP1> JJ 
IF < D I S T i a O . G E . D I S T l C I > ) GO TD 105 
DIST1I=DIST1<I> 
N H E I G l I = N H E I G i m 
DIST1<I>=DIST1CK> 




DD 106 1=1,JJ 
K3=K3+1 
N H E I G t K 8 j = N H E I G i a j 
DIST<KS>=BISTlCI-> ' - -
C O N T I N U E " " 
CONTINUE 
3D 108 1=1.-6 
N H E I G < 8 + I > = N H G a > 
CONTINUE 
BO 109 1=9,14 
IF (NHEICKI>.GT.0> GO TO 109 
N H E I G < I 5 = N H E I G < I - 3 ) 
Q 3 5 0 





































R 3 7 0 
R 330 
R 3 9 0 













R 5 3 0 
R 5 4 0 
R 5 5 0 
R 3 6 0 










R 6 7 0 
R 680 
R 690 
109 C O N T I N U E R 700 
C R 710 
C R 720 
R E T U R N R 730 
110 C O N T I N U E R 740 
N H = N H E I G < N A D R ) R 750 
N H E I G ( N A D R > = N H E I G C N G I V ) R 760 
N H E I G < N G I V > = N H R 770 
IF C N H E I G t N A B R ) . N E . 0> RETURN R 7 3 0 
NADR=NADft-l R 7 9 0 
IF <NADR.NE.0> GO TO U l R 3 0 0 
NEER-=K3 R SI 0 
RE I URN R S 2 0 
U l NGIV=9 R 3 3 0 
GO TO 110 R S40 
C R S50 
END R S6 0 
S U B R O U T I N E G A U S S a C > N j C » E ! V > S 10 
c s eo 
C s 30 
C N = NUMBER DF E Q U A T I O N S S 40 
C C = MATRIX DF C O E F F I C I E N T S S 50 
C B = C O N S T A N T VECTOR S 60 
C V = S O L U T I O N VECTUR S 70 
C S SO 
C S 90 
DIMENSION C C I C j I O J B<IC)> V<IC> S 100 
DATA L E V E L / 1 / S 110 
C S 120 
C S 130 
IF <LEVEL.EQ.1; GO TO 102 S 140 
D O 101 I=1»N S 150 
P R I N T 11£J < C ( I » J > > J = l » m > B C » S 160 
101 C O N T I N U E S 170 
102 C O N T I N U E S ISO 
C S 190 
LAS I=N-1 S £ 0 0 
DD 10S 1=1>LAST S 2 1 0 
M=I S 220 
ITEMP=I+1 S 230 
DD 103 J=ITEMPjN S -240 
C S £50 
C FIND T H E E L E M E N T IN THE I-TH COLUMN UITH THE M A X I M . S £60 
C A B S O L U T E VA LU E FDR SCALING S 270 
C =========^============================ s e g 0 
C S £ 9 0 
IF tAESCCCMj I>>.GT.ABS(C<;ji GD TO L 03 S 3 0 0 
M=J S 3 1 0 
103 C O N T I N U E S 3 2 0 
IF <M.EQ.I> GD TO 105 S 330 
C S 340 
C CHANGE M-TH RDU TO I-TH ROW SD THAT NAX ELEMENT A P P E A R S S 350 
C DN THE DIAGONAL S 360 
C = = = = = = = = = = ^ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = s 370 
C S 33 o 
DO 104 J=Ij N S 390 
TEMP=CCM»J> . S 400 
C<MjJ>=C(I>J> S 410 
104 C < I j J > = T E M P S 420 
C S 430" 
C C O N S T A N T VECTOR IS. C H A N G E D S 440 
C . ' . • S 450 
T E M P = B C M ) S 460 
B<M)=BCI> S 470 
- B < I > = T E M P S 430 
105 DO 107 J=ITEMP»N - S 490 
C - S 5 0 0 
C M U L T I P L Y AND S U B S T R A C T DO THAT ALL ELEMENTS BELOW S 5 1 0 
C THE DIAGONAL TERM ARE ZERO S 520 
r =======.========================================== 5 53il 
C S 540 
